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SE 804X chapter 3.2 – Equipment description

The ultrasonic flow meter SE 804X is an
electronic device for measuring water flow
rate in a fully flooded piping.

It consists of:
 - electronic control unit UP 3.10 
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The ultrasonic flow meter SE 804X is an
electronic device for measuring water flow
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including coaxilal cable



  

SE 804X chapter 3.2 – Equipment description

The ultrasonic flow meter SE 804X is an
electronic device for measuring water flow
rate in a fully flooded piping.

It consists of:
 - 1 pc. electronic control unit UP 3.10 
 - 2 pcs ultrasonic probe  US 2.0 

including coaxial cable
 - 2 pcs welded-on piece



  

SE 804X chapter 3.2 – Equipment description

The ultrasonic flow meter SE 804X is an
electronic device for measuring water flow
rate in a fully flooded piping.

It consists of:
 - 1 pc. electronic control unit UP 3.10 
 - 2 pcs ultrasonic probe  US 2.0

including coaxial cable
 - 2 pcs welded-on piece
 - 2 pcs welding flange



  

SE 804X chapter 3.2 – Equipment description

In case that a meter is installed by the
customer, the delivery kit may include
various optional measuring and
assembly fixtures, such as:

 - 1 pc. protactor
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SE 804X chapter 3.2 – Equipment description

In case that a meter is installed by the
customer, the delivery kit may include
various optional measuring and
assembly fixtures, such as:
 - 1 pc. Protactor
 - 1 pc. Protactor holder
 - 1 pc. Strap piece

Parts completing the assembly of the
rectification pin, including:
 - 1 pc. Protactor adaptor
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In the case of a meter installation by the
customer, the delivery kit may include
various optional measuring and
assembly fixtures, such as:
 - 1 pc. Protactor
 - 1 pc. Protactor holder
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Parts completing the assembly of the 
rectification pin, including:
 - 1 pc. Protactor adaptor
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milling tool and nut



  

SE 804X chapter 3.2 – Equipment description

In the case of a meter installation by the
customer, the delivery kit may iclude
various optional measuring and
assembly fixtures, such as:
 - 1 pc. Protactor
 - 1 pc. Protactor holder
 - 1 pc. Strap piece

Parts completing the assembly of the
rectification pi, including:
 - 1 pc. Protactor adaptor
 - 1 pc. Milling adaptor I including 

milling tool and nut
 - 1 pc. Milling adaptor II.



  

SE 804X chapter 3.2 – Equipment description

In case that a meter is installed by the
customer, the delivery kit may iclude
various optional measuring and assembly
fixtures, such as:
 - 1 pc. Protactor
 - 1 pc. Protactor holder
 - 1 pc. Strap piece

Parts completing the assembly of the
rectification pin, including:
 - 1 pc. Protactor adaptor
 - 1 pc. Milling adaptor I including 

milling tool and nut
 - 1 pc. Milling adaptor II.
 - Connecting parts



  

SE 804X chapter 6.1.1 
Recommended assembly fixtures and tools

 - abrasive fabric no. 60
 - water level lenght 400 mm
 - flexibile steel rule – 1000 mm
 - steel rule and measuring band
 - slide calliper
 - marking awi, hammer, centre punch
 - steel square
 - paper sheet, drawing kit, chalk white
 - fixing rubber ropes
 - half-round file, side spanner 19 mm
 - calculator
 - electric welding machine
 - oxy-acetylene cutting machine include burners
 - manual angle grinder
 - electric manual drilling



  

SE 804X chapter 6.1.2.1
Selection of measuring spot

 When selecting the part of the
piping where the flow meter sensor
is to be installed make sure that the
surface quality of the piping, in
particular any irregularities of
shape, deformation, the position
and surface finish of welds, whether
longitudinal, helical or other, is such
that it allows sufficient accurate
determination of the angle formed
by the measuring ray and the
longitudinal axis of the piping.



  

SE 804X chapter 6.1.2.2
Necessary room for flow sensor installation

 The flow sensor installation in
any existing piping requires free
room of at least 900 mm.



  

SE 804X chapter 6.1.3
Preparatory operations on meter piping

 The surface of the meter piping
shall be clean and smooth, any
adhering dirt, rough irregularities
of shape, corrosion products and
traces of traces of paint shall be
removed.



  

SE 804X chapter 6.1.3.1
Determination of outer diameter of meter piping

 Measure the piping of two
circumference using a flat steel
tape and follows the outer
diameter or direct diameter
measurement using diameter
gauge.
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 Measure the piping of two
circumference using a flat steel
tape and follows the outer
diameter or direct diameter
measurement using diameter
gauge



  

SE 804X chapter 6.1.3.2
Marking of surface top line

 Water level is considered a tool
of sufficient accuracy to define
the surface top line on the line on
the meter piping. Two points on
the surface top line are the points
of contact between the piping
and water level after the
horizontal position.



  

SE 804X chapter 6.1.3.2
Marking of surface top line

 Water level is considered a tool
of sufficient accuracy to define
the surface top line on the line on
the meter piping. Two points on
the surface top line are the points
of contact between the piping
and water level after the
horizontal position.

 Use a steel rule to draw the top
surface line.



  

SE 804X chapter 6.1.3.3
Laying out of installation points - A

Indirect method:
 - prepared on drawing paper



  

SE 804X chapter 6.1.3.3
Laying out of installation points - C

Indirect method:
 - prepared on drawing paper
 - Lay the paper on the piping so

that the central line coincides
with the top surface line
marked on the meter piping.



  

SE 804X chapter 6.1.3.3
Laying out of installation points - D

Indirect method:
 - prepared on drawing paper
 - Lay the paper on the piping so

that the central line coincides
with the top surface line marked
on the meter piping.

 - Then use a centre punch,
transfer all key pionts M1, M2
including the ends of the cross
lines onto the piping



  

SE 804X chapter 6.1.3.3
Laying out of installation points - D

Indirect method:
 - prepared on drawing paper
 - Lay the paper on the piping so

that the central line coincides
with the top surface line
marked on the meter piping.

 - Then use a centre punch,
transfer all key pionts M1, M2
including the ends of the
cross lines onto the piping.

 - Use a drawing awl, marking
the crosses defining the points
M1 and M2 in the piping
surface.



  

SE 804X chapter 6.1.3.3
Laying out of installation points - D

Indirect method:
 - prepared on drawing paper
 - Lay the paper on the piping so

that the central line coincides
with the top surface line marked
on the meter piping.

 - Then use a centre punch,
transfer all key pionts M1, M2
including the ends of the cross
lines onto the piping

 - Using a drawing awl, mark the
crosses defining the points M1
and M2 in the piping surface.



  

SE 804X chapter 6.1.4 
Installation of welded-on pieces the piping - A

 Avoid falling the cut-out sections
inside the piping, they will be
needed to determine the inner
diameter of the piping.



  

SE 804X chapter 6.1.4 
Installation of welded-on pieces the piping - A

 Avoid falling the cut-out
sections inside the piping, they
will be needed to determine the
inner diameter of the piping.

 Using oxy-acetylene machine
and burner, cut circular holes in
the meter piping of diameter 60
mm with the centres at points
M1 and M2.



  

SE 804X chapter 6.1.4
Installation of welded-on pieces the piping - B

 The edges of the cut-out
sections shall be grinded
without damaging the surface.



  

SE 804X chapter 6.1.4 
Installation of welded-on pieces the piping - B

 The edges of the cut-out
sections shall be grinded
without damaging the surface.

 Then use a slide calliper to
determine the thickness of the
pipe wall.



  

SE 804X chapter 6.1.4 
Installation of welded-on pieces the piping - A

 Both the inner and outher edges
of the holes shall be smooth and
clean.
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Installation of welded-on pieces the piping - A

 Both the inner and outher
edges of the holes shall be
smooth and clean



  

SE 804X chapter 6.1.4 
Installation of welded-on pieces the piping - C

 Slide the welding flanges onto
both welded-on pieces and
adjust their positions with
respect to the setting marks.
The insertion depht shall be
sucht that the bottom part of the
welded-on piece is flush with the
internal surface of the meter
piping. Mark the correct depht of
insertion of the welded-on piece
into the flange.



  

SE 804X chapter 6.1.4 
Installation of welded-on pieces the piping - D

 Assemble the rectification pin



  

SE 804X chapter 6.1.4 
Installation of welded-on pieces the piping - E

 Assemble the rectification pin.
 Insert the assembled rectification

pin into the holes in the pipe.



  

SE 804X chapter 6.1.4 
Installation of welded-on pieces the piping - E

 Assemble the rectification pin.
 Insert the assembled rectification

pin into the holes in the pipe.
 From both sides of the meter

piping, slide the welding flanges
and welded-on pieces on the
rectification pin. The flange
marks shall be positioned against
the cros marks draw on the pipe.



  

SE 804X chapter 6.1.4 
Installation of welded-on pieces the piping - F

 Check the correct position of
one of the flanges with espect
to the cross mark and fix its
position by four light welds,
repeat the same with other
flange.



  

SE 804X chapter 6.1.4
Installation of welded-on pieces the piping - F

 Check the correct position of one 
of the flanges with respect to the 
cross mark and fix its position by 
four light welds, repeat the same 
with other flange.

 Check the play of the rectification 
pin in the welded-on pieces. 
Apply fillet weld to fix the flanges 
on the piping



  

SE 804X chapter 6.1.4 
Installation of welded-on pieces the piping - G

 Check the correct position of one
of the flanges with espect to the
cross mark and fix its position by
four light welds, repeart the
same with orther flange.

 Check the play of the
rectification pin in the welded-on
pieces. Apply fillet weld to fix the
flanges on the piping

 Check the play of the
rectification pin in the welded-on
pieces.



  

SE 804X chapter 6.1.4 
Installation of welded-on pieces the piping - H

 Set the correct positions of the
welded-on pieces in the flanges
using the assembly marks.



  

SE 804X chapter 6.1.4 
Installation of welded-on pieces the piping - G

 Set the correct positions of the
welded-on pieces in the flanges
using the assembly marks.

 Fix the positions by light welds at
several spots.



  

SE 804X chapter 6.1.4 
Installation of welded-on pieces the piping - H

 Set the correct positions of the
welded-on pieces in the flanges
using the assembly marks.

 Fix the positions by light welds
at several spots.

 Check the play of the
rectification pin in the welded-
on pieces again.



  

SE 804X chapter 6.1.4 
Installation of welded-on pieces the piping - H

 Set the correct positions of the
welded-on pieces in the flanges
using the assembly marks.

 Fix the positions by light welds
at several spots.

 Check the play of the
rectification pin in the welded-on
pieces again.

 Using fillet welds, weld the
welded-on pieces to the flanges.



  

SE 804X chapter 6.1.4 
Installation of welded-on pieces the piping - H

 Set the correct positions of the
welded-on pieces in the flanges
using the assembly marks.

 Fix the positions by light welds
at several spots.

 Check the play of the
rectification pin in the welded-on
pieces again.

 Using fillet welds, weld the
welded-on pieces to the flanges.

 Check the play of the
rectification pin in the welded-on
pieces again.



  

 To ensure a perfect alignment of
the ultrasonic probes, the
seating surfaces on the welded-
on pieces need to be end-faces.
This is the final assembly
operation, insert a milling tool
onto the milling adaptor I end of
the rectication pin and secure its
position by a nut.

SE 804X chapter 6.1.5 
Facing of the seating surfaces on the welded-on pieces



  

 To ensure a perfect alignment of
the ultrasonic probes, the seating
surfaces on the welded-on pieces
need be end-faces. This is the
final assembly operation, insert a
milling tool onto the milling adaptor
I end of the rectification pin and
secure its position by a nut.

 Using a driling machine with
controled speed rotate the
rectification pin in the clockwise
direction and face the seating
surface on the welded-on piece.
Then remove the rectification pin,
insert it into the welding pieces in
the opposite direction and face
mill the other seating surface.

SE 804X chapter 6.1.5 
Facing of the seating surfaces on the welded-on pieces



  

SE 804X chapter 6.1.5 
Facing of the seating surfaces on the welded-on pieces

 To ensure a perfect alignment of the
ultrasonic probes, the seating
surfaces on the welded-on pieces
need be end-faces. This is the final
assembly operation, insert a milling
tool onto the milling adaptor I end of
the rectification pin and secure its
position by a nut.

 Using a drilling machine with
controled speed rotate the
rectification pin in the clockwise
direction and face the seating
surface on the welded-on piece.
Then remove the rectification pin,
insert it into the welding pieces in the
opposite direction and face mill the
other seating surface.

 ready welded-on piece



  

SE 804X chapter 6.1.6 – Measuring ray angle

 Place the strap piece onto the
piping so that its longitudinal
axis is parallel to the side
surface line on the piping.



  

SE 804X chapter 6.1.6 – Measuring ray angle

 Place the strap piece onto the
piping so that its longitudinal
axis is parallel to the side
surface line on the piping.

 Attach a protactor onto the
protactor adapter mounted at
one of the ends of the
rectification pin.



  

SE 804X chapter 6.1.6 – Measuring ray angle

 Place the strap piece onto the
piping so that its longitudinal axis
is parallel to the side surface line
on the piping.

 Attach a protactor onto the
protactor adapter mounted at one
of the ends of the rectification pin.

 The angle measurements shall
be performed in the plane defined
by the longitudinal axis of the
piping and the side surface line.
Between the measurements
knock slightly on the strap piece
or move it to the side and back to
ensure its corret seating.



  

 direct measurement a steel rule
inserted by means of an
auxiliary pin into the welded-on
pieces.

SE 804X chapter 6.1.6.2 
Distance between outer end faces of welded-on pieces



  

SE 804X chapter 6.1.6.2 
Distance between outer end faces of welded-on pieces

 direct measurement a steel rule
inserted by means of an
auxiliary pin into the welded-on
pieces.

 self measurement



  

SE 804X chapter 6.1.7
Flow meter sensor assembly

 Upon finishing the
measurement operations, the
sensor assembly can be
finished. Insert the ultrasonic
probes including seakling into
the welded-on pieces.



  

SE 804X chapter 6.1.7
Flow meter sensor assembly

 Upon finishing the measurement
operations, the sensor assembly
can be finished. Insert the
ultrasonic probes including
seakling into the welded-on
pieces.

 Thighten the nuts using the
torque of 150 Nm.



  

SE 804X chapter 6.1.7
Flow meter sensor assembly

 Upon finishing the
measurement operations, the
sensor assembly can be
finished. Insert the ultrasonic
probes including seakling into
the welded-on pieces.

 Thighen the nuts using the
troque of 150 Nm.

 Completed assembly probe into
piping and it is done …


